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Abstract
In order to effectively convey concepts, scientific literature often derails or suspends the normal ref-
erentiality of language through figurative expressions. It is unsurprising, then, that science itself is
rooted in metaphor and analogy for creating meaning. However, to understand the development of
these phenomena and their consequences on society, most natural language processing solutions have
tended to be merely based on prior quantifications of topics or lower level linguistic features. This
work aims at bridging this gap by exploiting state-of-the-art knowledge extraction and representation
techniques to discover and model knowledge patterns (KPs) in scientific texts. The hybridization of
natural language processing and semantic technologies will foster the formalization and extraction of KPs
from text used in a non-literal sense and abstractive form. Specifically, this work will: (i) detect tropes in
a curated corpus; (ii) explore their relationship with other structural elements of the text; (iii) identify
and formalize invariances into KPs and (iv) populate a knowledge graph based on this metamodel. The
resulting insights and techniques will benefit knowledge representation and extraction techniques from
texts in different research endeavors.
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1. Problem statement

Combining science and rhetoric can sound oxymoronic. Nevertheless, it is a matter of fact that
even the most objective-aspiring written artifact may leverage tropes.

These rhetorical devices, metaphor in particular, may convey complex notions, harmonize
knowledge effectively and, ultimately, shape our scientific view of the world [1]. At the same
time, tropes can constrain our understanding of natural processes. They may uphold outdated
scientific paradigms, leading to misunderstandings among the general public.

For instance, as [2] notes, while the metaphor of genes as “blueprints” has long guided
molecular biology research, critics argue that this view is deterministic, oversimplifies complex
gene-gene and gene-environment interactions, and conflicts with recent advancements in
developmental biology and epigenetics.

The language of science is indeed so trope-based that, according to T. Kuhn [3], even theory
change must be expected to be accompanied by a change in metaphors and in the corresponding
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parts of the network of language similarities through which terms attach to nature. When
geneticists found themselves in need of a new way to frame their understanding of genetics, the
language adopted by molecular biology, particularly the concept of the “genetic program”, came
to assume many of the roles that had previously been attributed to the “action” of individual
genes.

As an increasing number of scientific literature is open access, more and more attention has
gravitated towards linguistic and structural analysis. However, research in this field has often
relied on the quantification of lower level linguistic features such as entities, word frequency
or occurrences of parts of speech and other grammatical constructions. These aspects are not
enough to gather a comprehensive insight on science communication.

This work explores the relationship between rhetoric and science by leveraging the adoption
of the Science of Science [4] (SciSci) approach. To the best of our knowledge, this has been
little explored so far. In such a framework, it is possible to refine existing state-of-the-art trope
detection models for discovering and modeling related KPs in open access academic corpora.

KPs are structures that in different research areas are “used to organize our knowledge,
as well as for interpreting, processing or anticipating information” [5, 6]. Using discovered
and represented KPs as heuristics can simplify the coordination of universal invariances and
localities, aligning with the human cognitive interpretation of the world. In this context, despite
the concept of “frame” having been used in a range of different fields, a “frame” as defined
by [7, 8], is a role or purpose that a cognitive process serves in acquiring and evaluating
knowledge, and can be related to a KP. They can be both conceived as “primitives” [5], portions
of background knowledge that connect language analysis with concepts and knowledge. Since
tropes can be used to frame various cultural phenomena, examining patterns of frame variation
in discourse is a crucial way to reflect how conceptualizations of societal issues change over
time [9]. The unveiling of both universal and domain-specific patterns forms the foundation
for the formalization of abstract schemata to organize scholarly knowledge into a knowledge
graph (KG).

1.0.1. Importance.

Understanding the evolution of scientific knowledge is essential, as it influences research direc-
tions, funding decisions, and policy-making. Tropes reflect this change in science: they reveal
underlying frameworks and rhetorical strategies, aiding in the comprehension of scientific lan-
guage, and can serve as powerful tools to uncover claims and arguments embedded in scientific
discourse [10]. Identifying and organizing recurring metaphors or unconventional language
usage can shed light on underlying conceptual frameworks and reveal connections between
different scientific domains, contributing to interdisciplinary research. Moreover, rhetorical
devices can be used as ways to uncover claims and argumentations embedded in scientific
discourse (like in the analysis of COVID-19 discourse in [11]), and foster a more collaborative
science for the development of new, shared tropes that align with contemporary scientific
goals. For instance, as some metaphors can be more restrictive in conceptualizing complex
scientific issues, it is crucial to consider how they may contribute to public misunderstanding
and unintentionally reinforce social and political messages that undermine inclusive science.
To identify, assess, and unpack tropes is a task beneficial to students as well, as they can deepen



their understanding of scientific concepts and cultivate a sense of civic responsibility [2]. KP-
modelled tropes can find practical applications in the “perspective web” [12]. In fact, they make
the contextuality and fuzziness of statements explicit by including figures of thought that are
based on conventions and personal experience. A natural use case for KP-modelled tropes are
nanopublications, as they facilitate transparent and focused information integration in how sci-
entists conceptualize and communicate findings. Hence, KP-modelled tropes foster trustworthy
and interdisciplinary connections. Leveraging semantic technologies further enhances these
capabilities by enabling machine-readable representations of scientific statements and their
contexts. In addition to contributing to the SciSci field, the implementation of these functions
may lead to other applications, such as improvement of recommender systems in suggesting
related scientific articles (e.g. metaphor identification as a feature for poetry recommendation
systems in [13]).

2. Related work

Despite the emergence of the SciSci discipline [4], there has been limited scientific research
devoted to the presence and function of tropes in scientific literature corpora. This is fairly
evident in terms of ontological representation. Early research in metaphor processing performed
supervised classification with hand-engineered lexical, syntactic and psycholinguistic features
[14]. Alternative approaches are corpus-based [15] or, more recently, work by training deep neu-
ral models [16, 17], and may leverage a KG-based approach [18]. Various methods of metaphor
processing have also focused on the role the trope plays in communication, especially political
discourse [19]. While machine-learning-based detection of metonymy has been explored to
some extent [20, 21], limited attention has been given to tropes beyond metaphor. Among
the thesauri dedicated exclusively to metaphors, the largest and most commonly used is the
VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus [22] (VUA). However, existing corpora tend to hinder the
analysis by not allowing the identification of different types of metaphors: the VUA has a high
percentage of conventional metaphors, making it difficult to capture novel ones. For what
concerns tropes interpretation, MetaNet [23] is the reference structured repository of concep-
tual metaphors, and provides alignments between conceptual metaphors and linguistic frames
available in FrameNet [24]. In [25], the authors present the Amnestic Forgery Ontology, which
relies on MetaNet, and is aligned with the Framester knowledge graph1. In this context, KPs are
crucial in facilitating ontological reuse and clarifying formal models as sets of modular theories
rather than mere formalization of axioms. To the best of our knowledge, most studies involving
broad semantic representations of rhetorical figures have been developed independently of the
rhetorical tradition and frame theory. Moreover, these models are not linked to frameworks
of document representation or scholarly practices. Possible solutions in this direction are the
SPAR ontologies [26], the Scholarly Ontology [27] (SO), the GRhOOT Ontology [28], and the
Conference Ontology [29]. However, [12] define a pattern for the formal representation and
extraction of perspectives, which can be the basis to outline a model that takes into account how
researchers make sense of the tropes they use in scientific communication, and how readers
consciously and unconsciously interpret them.

1http://etna.istc.cnr.it/framester_web/.
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Based on this survey, it can be concluded that a SciSci-based quantitative model of semantic
figures of speech needs to be complemented by a formal model of reference to account for the
multi-layered nature of conveying meaning. Such a framework has not yet been developed for
scholarly texts.

3. Hypotheses and research questions

This research relies on three hypotheses:

H1 Tropes can be found in science discourse and formalized in KPs;
H2 A KG can be constructed by using identified KPs as schema;
H3 KPs can be used as interpretive lenses over the scientific literature by querying the KG.

The proposed approach enables users to explore through a KG various ways of meaning-
making, both synchronously (i.e. how and where a metaphor is used at a specific moment
in time) and diachronically (i.e. the evolution of a specific metaphor’s usage over time). The
assessment of this objective consists in the evaluation of the following research questions:

RQ1 To what extent and through which knowledge extraction-based tools and algorithms can
unstructured data of tropes in scientific texts be re-engineered into linked open data for a
KG?

RQ2 How to formalize the relationship between tropes and other structural and cognitive
elements of the text?

RQ3 To what extent a KG of tropes in scientific texts can be used to foster qualitative and
quantitative studies on the topic?

The research will contribute as follows:

• A contribution to semantic rhetorical figures datasets, such as the VUA [22] and
UniMet[30];

• Modelling of domain-specific KPs and subsequent outline of the Tropes Ontology (tropes
schemata representation, addressing philosophical and cognitive theories);

• Creation of the Tropes in Scientific Texts KG and alignment to Framester;
• Definition of the method and evaluation system.

4. Research methodology and approach

In this section, methodology and approach are elaborated for each Research Question.

RQ1. To transform unstructured data on tropes in scientific texts into a KG, the primary
objective is to establish a pipeline that combines literature review of tropes in science with
existing models for trope detection. This pipeline aims at generating dataset of tropes and convert
it into a KG according to an ontology. Therefore, the initial step involves comprehending existing



approaches and improving or merging them. It is crucial to carefully select a corpus and conduct
comparative studies to evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art models such as MelBERT
[31], and GPT [32] on the chosen corpus. While focusing on papers in humanities-related
fields may inadvertently neglect books, which are commonly used in scholarly production, it
is essential to consider various criteria for corpus selection to ensure a consistent and well-
balanced dataset. Additionally, it is important to acknowledge that even available open-access
articles might not possess proper structure or contain relevant information.

The corpus selection criteria for this study aim at constructing a reliable and comprehensive
dataset, focusing on factors such as authority, content, and design. Specific emphasis is given to
the following parameters: i) text authority, which entails selecting articles from journals with a
minimum of 5 years of impact factor, ii) currency, ensuring that the selected texts cover the
chosen timespan for the analysis (2000-2023), iii) English language, iv) availability of full texts
and open access. The dataset resulting from the tropes identification process will be transformed
into the KG, according to the outlined ontology, using PyRML2, with specific details described
in RQ2.

RQ2. KPs are identified and formalised by following the approaches outlined in [33]. That
is, formulating use cases and requirements elicitation, modelling key notions derived from the
use cases and checking consistency of the ODP. This process implies leveraging: (i) statistical
measures; (ii) existing ontologies on rhetorical figures; (iii) cognitive and philosophical theories
of tropes; and (iv) document representation. The resulting KPs will be modularized and net-
worked following the eXtreme Design methodology [34]. This framework will be the basis to
develop the Tropes ontology and populate it with the obtained data to create a KG.

RQ3. The time-aware KG resulting from extracting information about the evolution of sci-
ence communication can help researchers understand the correlation between argumentative
discourse, rhetorical figures, and framing power of theories. The helpfulness of the outcomes
explained in 1.0.1 will be explored during the project’s course.

5. Evaluation plan

For the automatic detection of tropes, we will employ widely used evaluation metrics such
as precision, recall, and accuracy. These metrics will be applied to both established datasets
like the VUA and an annotated sample of our dataset. Evaluating the KG entails assessing its
cognitive soundness, which requires human involvement in the loop, in the form of gathering
user feedback [35]. A goal-oriented evaluation will assess the effectivenes of KPs and the
associated KG in facilitating the knowledge access process for humans based on specific goals.
We will also employ standard KG evaluation metrics along with the three principles described
in [36, 37]. In compliance with open science principles, all the code and results will be made
publicly available as open source.

2PyRML library, available at https://github.com/anuzzolese/pyrml.
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Figure 1: Pattern for Tropes.
6. Preliminary results

As this work is in its early stages, preliminary results are starting to address Research Questions
1 and 2, which are part of the project lifecycle’s design phase. The primary goal is to establish
a scalable and iterative pipeline that takes into account: (i) the corpus used, (ii) algorithms
for identifying tropes, (iii) existing ontologies, and (iv) approaches to KP extraction. After
conducting a literature review on algorithms for identifying tropes, we categorized them into
different groups (as described in Section 2) and began testing them on a sample corpus derived
from the PLOS One corpus3. It contains over 200,000 XML-formatted articles from 2006 to
2023, mostly in the biomedical field. To explicitly represent the relationship between rhetorical
figures, argumentative structure of scholarly texts, and cognitive affordances, we reused the
Semiotics ODP and Cognitive Perspectivation (CP) ODP [33, 12] to model information objects
and their meaning. A first KP4 has been drafted in Fig. 1 by using the Graffoo5 notation. In this
KP, a semantic figure of speech detected in an information entity is related to a frame, whose
occurrence triggers a CP pattern by a conceptualizer, and uses a lens to produce a perspective.

7. Discussion and future work

This work aims at contributing to the field of SciSci by identifying patterns in the use of tropes
in scientific texts and creating a KG of rhetoric in scientific texts. State-of-the-art algorithms
were surveyed, and a sample dataset derived from the PLOS One corpus was built, using a
pipeline that allows qualitative analysis of the results. The Semiotics ODP and the Cognitive
Perspectivation ODP were extended to extract more domain-specific KPs. One of the challenges
faced is the lack of heterogeneity in communication products across different disciplines, and
the analysis is currently limited to English texts. To overcome these challenges, a wider dataset

3https://journals.plos.org/plosone/browse/text_mining.
4Available at https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dersuchendee/tist/main/knowledge-patterns/tropes-pattern.owl.
5https://essepuntato.it/graffoo/.
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and continuous collaboration with scholars from different fields and experts in state-of-the-art
algorithms will be considered.
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